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A light-guiding core size, which can carry more optical power
can also be formed (1) than its conventional counterpart. They can
by creating a local re- have a very large refractive index contrast,
gion of higher refrac- enabling spectacular nonlinear effects such
tive index, for exam- as the generation of a broadband superconple, by embedding a tinuum (9) that has led to a new generation
solid silica cane within of high-precision measurements in optical
Photonic band gap
Refraction
the photonic micro- frequency metrology (10). Photonic crystal
structure. This f iber fibers also permit access to guided light in
(see the second figure, a way not possible in conventional optical
bottom panel) guides fibers, providing new opportunities for
light by a mechanism fiber devices (11) and sensors.
10 µm
analogous to total inApplications for photonic crystal fibers
ternal reflection, in abound, and are presently being commerTotal internal
Refraction
reflection
that the guiding is cialized by a number of organizations.
confined in a region More exciting, the optics of these structures
which has a higher re- have not yet been fully explored, and the
fractive index than its possibilities are limited only by the imagi5 µm
surroundings. Report- nation. The renewed excitement in the field
of optical fiber technology has led to a seaGuiding light. (Top) A hollow capillary refracts light at all angles of in- ed optical losses in
change in our perception of what optical
cidence. There is no angle at which light can be trapped in the hollow these fibers are relacore, so capillaries cannot guide light under any circumstances. (Mid- tively low (6) and confibers can do.
dle) A hollow-core photonic crystal fiber with an appropriately formed tinue to fall. These
cladding (see scanning electron micrograph on the right) can guide f ibers have much in
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to be guided down a larger air hole embedded in the array. Light cannot normally be
guided down an air hole (for example, a
hollow glass capillary, see the second figure, top panel) because conventional guidDaniel P. Schrag and Braddock K. Linsley
ing required cladding material with a lower refractive index than the core, and none
lower than that of air exists. By surroundo most people, coral reefs are sym- temperature history of the tropical oceans
ing the air hole with a photonic crystal,
bols of the extreme biodiversity of spanning the last several centuries, providhowever, frequency ranges corresponding
the undersea world. But to many ing a better understanding of climate oscilto the band gap of the crystal would be
geochemists, corals hold the key to under- lations such as El Niño. The Sr/Ca ratio of
trapped within, and guided along, the air
standing the recent temperature history of corals has received particular attention,
core (see the second figure, middle panel).
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the performance of optical fibers. The airchemists have been able to reconstruct the carbonate), but it is precipitated through a
guide concept has been verified experibiological process that is not well undermentally (3), and efforts to design and
stood. Furthermore, many corals used for
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On page 331 of this issue, Cohen et al. are ridiculous. If we had never tried to use
The temperature dependence of the
(3) report further data that amplify these the geochemistry of shells to study the his- Sr/Ca ratio in corals probably involves the
concerns. They have studied the incorpora- tory of the oceans, we would know little substitution of strontium for calcium in the
tion of Sr into a species of coral, Astrangia about how climate has varied through transport of ions across membranes to the
poculata, that has both symbiont-bearing Earth’s history. But we cannot be com- sites of mineral nucleation and growth.
and non–symbiont-bearing forms and can pletely confident in our reconstructions of Other processes may also play a role.
grow far outside of the tropics. With an past climates if we do not understand all Some calcareous organisms form their
ion microprobe with 20-µm resolution, the factors that may contribute to the shells first within small vesicles as amorthey analyzed spatial (and presumed tem- chemical signals we measure.
phous calcium carbonate, and then convert
poral) variations in skeletal
this to aragonite or calcite at
Degrees C
X-ray of P. lutea
Sr/Ca ratios from the living tip
the site of shell formation (7).
Core B
29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22
of a coral calyx to a depth of
The amino acid sequences of
1997
2.7 mm (about 4 years of
glycoproteins, which are used
April 1997
growth) in two specimens, one
by calcerous organisms as temwith symbionts and one withplates for their new shells, may
1995
out, collected at the same place
also affect the shell chemistry
and time from Woods Hole,
(8).
1993
Massachusetts.
Despite these concerns, the
The authors conclude that
Sr/Ca thermometer in corals
algal symbionts living in the
appears to work very well.
1991
1990
coral tissue have a marked efMany studies have found a corfect on the degree to which Sr
relation between the Sr/Ca rasubstitutes for Ca in the coral
tio and monthly SST of better
1989
aragonite lattice. The Sr/Ca rathan 0.8 (see the f igure) (9,
tio of the non–symbiont-bear10). At many sites, temporal
1987
ing form is higher and appears
variations in Sr/Ca ratio are reto reflect local sea surface temproducible between coral
peratures (SSTs), similar to that
colonies, and they match in1985
of inorganic aragonite precipistrumental records of climate
tated under known equilibrium
variability at seasonal, interanconditions in a laboratory. The
nual, and longer time scales.
1983
Sr/Ca ratio of the symbiontMany oceanographers find the
1980
bearing form does not resemble
correlation between Sr/Ca ratio
1981
the SST record and appears to
and SST compelling enough to
9.2 9.3 9.4 9.5 9.6 9.7 9.8
reflect changes in photosynthetuse it now, and are unwilling to
Sr/Ca (mmol/mol)
ic activity.
wait until the detailed mechaThese results complement A strong correlation. (Left) Comparison of monthly sea surface temper- nisms of biomineralization are
earlier work (4) that showed a ature (red) for the grid including Rarotonga (1° by 1°; centered at 22°S, revealed.
similar phenomenon in a sym- 160°W) and Sr/Ca measurements (black) analyzed at 1 mm intervals in a
But correlation is not caubiont-bearing species between coral core (right) from a colony of P. lutea from Rarotonga.
sation. Cohen et al. probably
aragonite precipitated in the
go too far in suggesting that
daytime and aragonite precipitated at night
The fundamental problem is that geo- their study is applicable to all species of
when photosynthetic activity had ceased. chemists have tended to treat the shells of symbiont-bearing corals. Data from a coral
On the basis of these results, Cohen et al. organisms as if they were inorganic miner- living in Massachusetts in cold water with
argue that up to 65% of the Sr/Ca variabil- als, controlled simply by the laws of ther- seasonal extremes in light intensity may
ity in a coral with algal symbionts is relat- modynamics. In a pioneering study of the not teach us much about the biomineraled to symbiont activity and does not re- Sr/Ca thermometer, Beck et al. (1) assert- ization of a coral living in warm water in
flect SST. They question the validity of ed that the relationship between tempera- the tropics. But it is a reminder that we
most work on tropical paleotemperatures ture and Sr/Ca ratios in the coral was due still have much to learn.
based on Sr/Ca ratios in corals, because to the temperature dependence of the parmost of these studies have analyzed titioning coefficient between aragonite and
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